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able , whether you are a member of Mythcon or Westercon.
Why is there a combined convention thi.s year? Af;
you know, the World Science Fiction Conven!ion will ~e
helc in Les Angeles ~his su!Ilmer on the Labor Vay week end. Ar::: b~• the way, The Mythopoeic Society will sponsor a panel discussion on "'The Tolkien P~enomena"
':here witl~ slides of old and new To!kien artwork shown
at that time . Wit'h t ·No well-known con7entions schedulec
:or S0t:thern Calif.:-r nia d·..:ri;.g the summer of 1972, we
f elt a ;: h:.rd con,ention ·1rould be !oo .r.·rnch of a strc:;.n 0:1
tco _m any person' s time and finar.ces. Therefore last
:•ear we were able to ,:✓0rk out :')l ans for a com!:ined
iVI~•facon :m / West-~rc on XXV -.; iili the agreeatle We:,! e:--

cc•:1 co::c0!Il,
0
7/e we:come 'hi s not-lf:1:ely--to-be-re;:,eated co:T..bi.ned
::o::ivention. Science F iction :rnd Fan-'.a:,y have a c ommun
origin in ~e his!ory of lite.:-ature. It is t r u e ~hat most
readers prefer one more '.:1an fae other, but ve ry .few
embrace one with the re jection of the other. .l\::1d wr.at
are we to say o-f fr..e many works that defy catego:-izs.tior.
irrto either definition?
For the second year, The Mythopoeic Societ-J will
give the M::r.bopoeic Fantasy Award to the best fanhsy
·Nork publishec.l du:-i:-: 6 the pre-rious year. As a Society
primari).y ir.ter-i!::rted in fa::.tas:,,, vre fee l that a yeady
award is "f.•~o;~!" .~nd 1.cng ovc:rdue. Thi.s year the re ·, tere
eight wor,:1:s ;;o:~a:'.n~·-'.ed 1'y men.,_!:>ers of i;he Society, and
fae ·.l'i:vner L'.1s been selected by vote of the membe;.•s .
If yo,1 a re not .._ curr-s nt acti ve or associate membe r of
the S'.lciet?, ·, ,e urge you t o joir. and thus be eligible to
vote for next year ' s award.
'ti e feel that ,,,e ha·,re something a t Mythcon t;1at
should inte rest nea:-ly every01~e , and we are looking for
su.;:gestions that will make next yea!:" 1 S Mythcon IV that
much better.
-

Gl en GoodKnight
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Our Guest of Honor is probably best known to members of the
Mythopoeic Society through the recent Ballantine publication 'of his fantasy novel The Broken Sword. Some of us also recall his other renowned fantasy Three Hearts and Three Lions. To other fan groups he is
primarily a science fiction writer with suc,!:t sf novels to his credit as
Brain Wave, The Star Fox, The Corridors of Time and Tau Zero.
But Poul Anderson dislikes labels. He feels that saying a writer's stories belong in a certain category limits the appeal of his work. Poul has
written fantasy, science fiction, mystery and crime stories, historical
and archeological fiction, science non-fiction, children's fantasy, poetry, criticism, and translations. Therefore he feels his work transcends
categories. However this has not kept him from recognizing his popularity in the field of fantasy and science fiction where he enjoys making contact with his readers.
Poul was born in Pennsylvania in 1926 to a Scandinavian family,
hence the unusual name. It is properly spelled Poul and pronounced
somewhere between 'Pole' and 'Fowl'. As a child he lived in Texas and
in Denmark. In the '40s Poul went to the University of Minnesota and

SCIENCE
FICTION
RESEARCH
ASSOCIATION
INQUIRIES TO
THOMAS D. CLARESON
OR
FRED LERNER
7 AMSTERDAM A VE.
TEANECK, N. J. 07666

GREETINGS TO
MYTHCON III
AND
WESTERCON XXV

\ See you at LA Con )

EXTRAPOLATION
A JOURNAL OF SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY
. HISTORY, CRITICISM, BIBLIOGRAPI:IY AND
REVIEWS

RATES: $3 FOR ONE YEAR, $7. 50 FOR 3 YEARS

INC~UIIUES: BOX 3186
THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
WOOSTER, OHIO 44691

subsequently earned a degree in physics. But he had already begun to
write so he chose to become a professional writer. Naturally hi;; scientific studies enhanced his science fiction and, in addition, his Scandinavian background furnished him with inspiration for fantasy. Thus
equipped he launched a career that has produced, according to a 1971
bibliography, 34 novels, 15 anthologies, 3 non-fiction science books,
articles, i;oetry and scores of short stories. In 1961 he won a Hugo
(the Scienc:i Fictic,n Achievement award) for 'The Longest Voyage' and
again in 1964 for 'No Truce with Kings' and in 1969 for 'The Sharing of
F!esh'. Most recently he won a Nebula (awarded by the Science Fiction
Writers of America) for his novelette, 'The Queen of Air and Darkness',
which has also been nomi!:.a~ed for a Hugo. In addition to all this, the
opening of Mythcon III happens to be Poul's first :.la_y as the .1ew president of the Science Fiction Wr~ters cf America.
Poul Anderson the ·mar: is every bit as i.1teresting as Poul .1,nderson the writer. I must confess that I haven't read enough of his s,ories
but l do know that tall lanky ~a:i with the tousled brown ha:.r a:-id smil:.ng eyes. I've had ~;1e pleasure of his com;-iany at conventions ;:,nd o:..'1er events. Poul lc,;res parties aad he's a staunch beer dri:-iker. : recall one party du:::-ing Westercon 20 (1967) when he and F!'itz Leibe::-,
anotl1er well known fantasy aac! sf writer, sat on a bed, beer in hand,
challenging each other with ve:cse after verse of epic balla.ds--a sort
of poetry a.td soag contest. Those of ·.is who sa around tlt~m we re spell1
bound. Poul is quHe :::-elaxed with fue people he meets. He is ,·er:, .:-epresentative of !he informality and friendliness I like about sf writers.
I know of no other fie).d of literature where there is such an open line of
commun:cation between authors and readers. If sf fans become p:·ofessionals and, in turn, com:nunicate with new fans it is because of the
fine example set by peopl.e sucl1 as Poul Anderson.
fo. 1953 Poul married Karen Kruse and t!1ey eventually moved to
Cali:o rnia. Today they live in Orinda, near Sa:-i Francisco. They have
a daughter, Astrid, who has been with therr, at many conventions, Not
long 9.go Kare n and Astrid won awards for their magnificent vampire
costumes, 'The Bat and the Bitten'. Karen also writes, and her poetry
and short stories he.ve been published in Fantasy and Science Fiction.
Poul is a member of . many organizations but the most colorful -: me by
far is tl-ie Society for Creative Anachronisms in which he and Karen
have distinguished themselves. He won his knighthood as Sir Bela of
Eastmarch and she was recently awarded the Order of the Laurel as
Karina of the West and .is an officer of the College of Heralds. l have
attended tourneys where Poul and Karen have been most gracious hosts
in their pavilion, offering food and drink to one and all.
For those of you who wish to learn more about Poul Anderson
the writer I recommend the special issue of Fantasy and Science Fiction, April 1971, which contains 'The Queen of Air and Darkness' and
the aforementioned bibliography. As for Poul Anderson the man, he may
be somewhere close if you're reading this at Mythcon III. Look for him
and introduce yourself. It will be well worth your while,
- - Bernie Zuber
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'q"rhe Mythopoeic Society, rapidly outgrowing its beginnings, faces a

.l crisis. Since 1967, this unusual fantasy/literary/educational society has experienced great proliferation of membership, branche s a nd
activities. Its member s s hare a special variety of joy called the
"Mythopoeic Spirit," but some often find themselves locked into the
same misund e rstandings common to organizations in general. Three
charter members recall what the Mythopoe i c Society has meant to the m.
1965 - 1968: Glen, His Dream, and TSA
1965, a Tolkien craze swept_college campuses . Tolkien's fantasy
.ltrilogy, The Lord of the Rings, narrating the adventures of the hobbit, Frodo Baggins, arou sed responses from "Frodo Lives" buttons to
Tolkien discussion groups. That year, on the East Coast, Dick Plotz
founded the Tolkien Society of America. In 1966, a Tolkien group was
formed on th e campus of California State College at Los Angeles; its
head, Glen GoodKnight.
You would meet, in Glen GoodKnight (his real name, obvious
references notwithstanding), an intense and tall idealist whose red
beard symbolically len gthen s with each additional worry. His outlook
is objective; his o!lly habituation, cold sugar-free Bubble Up (he is a
recent convert from F'resca), if you don't count the Mythopoeic Society.
Forceful, sensitive to anything which might threaten the Society,
yet reticent in talking abou t himself, Glen combines a teaching career
with the presidency of th e Mythopoeic Society and the d ema nds of a new
family.
In 1967 at CSCLA, Glen won a first prize for his book collection,
an honor which e ncour aged him to set up a Tolkien Society on campus .
He had heard of Dick Plotz and decided, "If there's ever a time, this
is it." (In Glen's words.) But the campus group never really made it;
CSCLA (now CSULA) was too much a commuter-college. He did meet
composer Dale Ziegler there, an acquaintance which has lasted into a
good friendship. In September 1967, Glen organized (with Dale's help,
plus that of many other s ) a Bilbo-Frodo Birthday Picnic open to any and
all. Guests came in Medieval costume bearing mathoms (exchange
gifts), their own food, and a festival mood. Glen, coming as the Tolkien character Elrond Half-Elven, used Spock-like ears (Star Trek being in its ·ascendancy then) to simulate Elvish appendangeS:--A TSA
member, Scott Smith brought Doris Robin. Simone Wilson came with
Sue Chandler. They h a d wanted to form a TSA branch but their high
school had stringent rules for on-campus organizations. Talking to
them, Glen felt surer (as ·he recalls) of an idea he had been working on
before. A campus atmosphere might b e too limiting. He invited whoever was interested t o his house to discuss the formation of a new
group. On October 12, 19 67, the Mythopoeic Society had its formational m~ting, with seve nt ee n people in attendance . Also in 1967, outside
obliga;tions forced Dick Plotz to turn TSA over to Ed Meskys .
'l')n

With each month, more people kept coming to the Alhambra house;·
some for the refreshments, but by no means for a merely social function where "warm bodies fill up a room periodically. II (Glen notes.)
With the dream about his expressive features, he proudly says,
"We are one of the very few serious literary organizations. We seek
to educate ourselves through discussion, through stable relationships
building an understanding of each other. We seek the joy that you find
in Tolkien, in the works of C. S. Lewis, and the novels and poetry of
Charles Williams." As an aside, he mentioned that only after discovering Tolkien and Lewis, dis he find out that they had been friends together in Oxford, England during the Second World War.
"You cannot institutionalize joy," Glen says. "Joy is pervasive,
more than happiness, a sunshaft through dark clouds, a glimpse of
transcendance giving meaning in a flash insight, that the universe
makes sense. "
Doris Robin remembers the times at the Alhambra house. "We
used to be in awe of Glen then - he was like an ideal figurehead. When
I first met him, I remember thinking 'It must be neat to be brave!' I
thought the Society would be a "freakish" thing, but it wasn't. The
people just kind-of hit it off quickly. That's what I like about the Society
- you don't have to go through polite inanities; you just start! II
1969- 1971: Expansion and Mythopoeic, Inc.
wall-to-wall people at Doris' house became the symptom of a new
strain on the Society: the membership was outgrowing its meetingplaces, and some had to come from across the Los Angeles basin.
Against some opposition, Glen decided it was tir:1e to c:-eatc anothe:branch in the San Fernando Valley. Tbe San Gabrid Valley group became the Magna Mater to a brood of local branches, twelve of them
created in 1969 alone.
As Glen could no lcnger moderate every meeting, a branch system was established, w~th officers elected in each branch. "I do talk
a lot," says Doris, "and Glen hollered at me a number of times. Now
I'm the moderator of Lothlorien and I have to take the role, although
I hate it - having to holler at people, and I sympathize with Glen a
lot more."
Mythcon I in 1970 was organized to bring members from branches
widely separated into a closer relationship. Mythopoeic art and Society
publications such~s Mythlore were for sale; much use was made of the
Mudd College pool;
a Labor Day spirit brought out the Frisbee players and the bed-racing team onto the greens. Inside, people listened
to scholarly papers, participated in panel discussions, musicales and
costume judging, :and attended· speeches by C. S. Kilby, the guest-ofhonor. Glen had hoped for this balance of elements in Mythopoeic
gatherings. "Ideals, " he observes, "are only fulfilled on a personal
level."
By 1970, Glen had shed those Spock-like ears and become engaged to the girl he was to marry. (The ceremony was the high point
of Mythcon II in 1971.) On April 21st, 1972, Bonnie Sue Bergstrom
GoodKnight presented Glen with the real "joy" in his life, their new
daughter, Arwen Joy. And it all started when she sketched a hobbit
girl with the hair on her feet done up in pincurlers.
In 1971, the membership had expanded to over three hundred.
The new members brought their own private experiences of Tolkien to
the Society, while the original seventeen had brought a shared experi-

IMAGINATION
AND THE SPIRIT
Essays in Literature
andthe Christian Faith
presented to Clyde S. Kilby
edited by Charles A. Huttar

496 pages, Cloth, $9.95
"A radically theoretical examination of
the relation between the religious and the
esthetic ... memorable and illuminating."
-Chad Walsh

Unllk.e many festschrifts. in which. as Chad Walsh notes in his
Foreword, "there is often a sense of strain, as though the authors had
nothing in common, except perhaps a fieeting professional acquaintance
with the person being honored, 11 this collection not only honors a man
but achieves unity by participating in his vision. The contributors to
this volume share with Clyde Kilby and with each other "a broad commitment to the Christian world-view" and a belief that this commitment
is profoundly relevant to esthetics, literary analysis, and criticism.
These essays demonstrate clearly that the Christian faith provides
a powerful tool with which to investigate the major works of literature.
In fact, many of the essays are illuminating because as Christians the
contributors speak from within the same tradition as that of the author
under consideration. Milton in the seventeenth century and C. S. Lewis
and Flannery O'Connor in our own are obvious examples. But every
major writer in Western literature has had to come to grips in one way
or another with the claims of Christianity, and alternately the concepts
of Christianity, inasmuch as they touch life at its deepest levels, are
applicable to all of literature, Christian and non-Christian alike. Many
of the following essays, then, examine literature in terms of the Christian themes of mystery and paradox, of sin, incarnation, redemption,
and providence.
But beyond this, the essays in this collection raise -- sometimes
directly but more often indirectly -- large questions about Christianity
and the very nature and place of the arts. To what extent can esthetics
illuminate our understanding of Christianity? How does man's creativity fit into the total scheme of things established by God? What is the
relation between God the Creator and man the artist, between the Word
and the word? What fa the connection between Imagination and the

Spirit? In opening up such radically theoretical levels of thought, says
Chad Walsh, this book leaves "the reader far less certain of his own
middle-level answers to big questions" and challenges him to confront
now those profound dilemmas "that he has preferred to file away for
consideration in some vague future. "

OTHER BOOKS AVAILABLE
BARFIELD, Owen:

THE SILVER TRUMPET (Children's Fiction) $4.95

ELLWOOD, Gracia Fay: GOOD NEWS FROM TOLKIEN'S MIDDLE
EARTH $3.25
KREEFT,

Peter: C.S. LEWIS

$ ,95

KILBY, C. S.:

THE CHRISTIAN WORLD OF C. S. LEWIS

LEWIS, C. S.:

CHRISTIAN REFLECTIONS $3.95
ESSAYS PRESENTED TO CHARLES WILLIAMS $2.45
THE PILGRIM'S REGRESS $1.95
LETTERS TO AN AMERICAN LADY $1.95
TILL WE HAVE FACES $2.45
THE WEIGHT OF GLORY $1.00
GOD IN THE DOCK $6.95

MacDONALD, George:
SAYERS, Dorothy:

PHANTASTES AND LILITH

$4.50

$2,45

CHRISTIAN LETTERS TO A POST-CHRISTIAN
WORLD $3.95 & $6. 95
THE MAN BORN TO BE KING $3.95
ARE WOMEN HUMAN ? $1.25

SHIDELER, Mary McDermott: CHARLES WILLIAMS $ .95
CONSCIOUSNESS OF BATTLE $5.95
CREED FOR A CHRISTIAN SCEPTIC $3. 95
THE THEOLOGY OF ROMANTIC LOVE: An Analysis
of the Writings of Charles Williams
$2.45
WILLIAMS, Charles:

DESCENT OF THE DOVE $2.45
DESCENT INTO HELL
$2. 45
MANY DIMENSIONS
$2.45
THE PLACE OF THE LION
$2.45
SHADOWS OF ECSTACY
$2.45
WAR IN HEAVEN
$2.45
Five Novels in Slipcase

$11.95

Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.
255 JEFFERSON AVE. S.E.

GRAND RAPIDS. MICHIGAN 49502

ence at the 1967 Bilbo-Frodo Picnic. Glen had begun his teaching
career; Doris had entered college, also ai,:riing for a career in education; other Lothlorien founders were attending college out-of-state.
Branches in other states complained of 'second-class' status, because
lines of contact were insufficient to permit them to share in Society
activities in the same way the Los Angeles-area branches did. However, many tangible gains had been made.
Mythlore was gaining the reputation of a leader in the field of
Tolkien scholarship. It had been joined by other Society publications:
Parma Eldalamberon/The Book of the Elven Tongues; Mythril, the
fiction/poetry quarterly; one-timers such as Gwyntystorm and Shadow-fax; Mything Link and the oldest of all, Mythprint. The monthly bulletin of the Society had begun as a one-sheet, hand-addressed ditt0
announcement of the meeting date, place and topic, often illustrated by
Tim Kirk, Bonnie Bergstrom, Bernie Zuber or George Barr. In 1971,
it had its name, and included reports of branch discussions, editorials,
letters and matters of interest.
To meet the rising costs of mailing Mythprint, Glen applied for a
non-profit mailing permit. To obtain one, the Society had to incorporate.
The action resulted in much discussion as Bylaws had to be codified, but
the incorporation was completed in May, 1971. (As of this date, the
U.S. Postal Service has denied the issuance of the non-profit permit on
a technicality of definition. "We'll fight it!" says Glen.)
Interests of members find expression both in the branches and
through the Society's special-interest groups. Branches can select
their own topics to reflect the interests of their own membership, such
as original Celtic myth or current fantasy novels. The Performing Arts
Workshop includes drama, music, dance and play production. The
Mythopoeic Linguistic Fellowship studies the languages of Elvish, Old
Solar, and other imaginary tongues created by mythopoeic authors, The
NeoPre-Raphaelite Guild fosters arts and crafts. The Inklings II Writers' Workshop hears and discusses unpublished fantasy fiction, poetry,
and humor.
1972: Manifest Destiny in Reverse
"rf?he Mythprintof August, 1970 reported on the formation of the first
J. out-of-state branch. "Since the Society has now gone inter-state,"
Glen editorialized. "one member has said tongue in cheek, ' We have a
Manifest Destiny in Reverse. ON TO THE ATLANTIC! 111
Glen was to say later that the prediction had come true, not in the
way he hag expected, or really would have wanted. Late in 1971, Ed Meskys lost his sight in both eyes and was unable to continue as Thain of TSA.
In November, he suggested to Glen the possibility of merger, which was
finalized by late May. The merger of the Mythopoeic Society with the
Tolkien Society of America meant a further increase in membership,
perhaps by as many as a thousand new members.
The crisis in the Mythopoeic Society is a crisis of expansionfrom
one house in Alhambra to nineteen branches; from seventeen friends to
perhaps twelve hundred; from an unfinanced discussion group to corporation with complex financial responsibilities. But underneath, as seen
by some who have participated in the Society from its start, there still
remains the Mythopoeic Spirit.
Dale Ziegler: ·"At first, the Society spirit seemed to have a relig-

a

ious emphasis, then more of a stress onfantasy. It has always been more
scholarly than, say, LASFS (Los Angeles SF Society); this past year
there has been more emphasis on joy, although that was present from the
start. I don't know what the future will have in s t ore exactly, but I hope
the Performing Arts Workshop will continue, whatever it does, to work
in joy. 11
Doris Robin: "Though I think the special interest groups are taking
over the enthusiasm from the branches, I hope we can keep some of the
old spontaneity and friendliness and not get hidebound just because the
Society is getting bigger. People need an atmosphere of friendliness
where everybody 'elicks'--no barriers. For some of our people the Society is a prime and consuming interest; others take it as more of a 'fun'
thing once a month. We have the people who want to discuss Symbolism,
and the party-and-picnic people, but we have the common ground of our
interest. 11
Glen GoodKnight: "At the Society's founding I was hopeful of its
future, but I never dreamed of the developments that have actually come
to pass. Without the help of so many people, the Society would never
have made it. I'd like to see regional cons, national cons on both coasts,
and special symposiums. I'd like to see the Mythopoeic Society become
the main focus of all levels of interest in Tolkien, Lewis, and Williams
worldwide; I'd like to see higher publication standards; I'd espi,cially
like to see the creation of an office of Executive Vice-President, to handle the business details so I can have more time to write and do research.
I do become cynical at times, but basically I'm optimistic about the Society growing and expanding while keeping the informal and relaxed quality of each branch. 11
The Society, apparently, will continue to expand in the future, and
its crisis will remain that of preserving its numinous spirit of joy, and
11
of sharing that spirit with anyone who chooses to join. "And, says
Glen, "there is always the joy and adventure of the unexpected.'' Times
of crisis, after all, are often times of creativity and health.
-

Laura Ruskin

ffiYTHCON III
0ROCEEDINGS
The Proceedings will contain the five papers and
two addresses given at Mythcon III, plus reports on the
convention activities and art work.
The price you paid for your convention membership does not cover the cost of the Proceedings.
Order yours now in the Executive Room while
at the convention, or by sending a check or money
order for $2.00 to: MYTHCON PROCEEDINGS,
The Mythopoeic Society, Box 24150, Los Angeles,
California. 90024.

FOR FANCIERS OF FINE FANTASY
Fair Folk From Far-Flung Fields
of the Redwood Empire!
Feel Free to Find our Fellowship!
For a Fascinating Format
Filled with Fruitful Forensics
on Favorite Fiction,
And Frolicsome Festivities,
Frequent our Familiar Fireside Forums!
For Further Facts--Phone (707)539-3792.

[i]olkfen
mloaRnaL
Back issues of the Tolkien Journal are available at the convention, and afterward by ordering them from The Mythopoeic Society.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

#

1 &2 -

25¢ (Reprint of original mimeo from both issues together.)
3 - 50¢ (printed in 1966, 11 pages with several articles,)
4, 5, & 6 Out of print.
7 - $1.00 (Birthday issue, 1967. Articles by W.H. Auden &
C. S. Kilby, plus a birthday menu by Nancy Smith.)
8 - $ 1.00 (Article on the Ice Ages in Middle-earth, plus both
covers by Tim Kirk.) {1967)
9 - 75¢ {Bergstrom cover, plus two long articles on LOTR) (1968)
10 - 75¢ (Bergstrom cover, plus six articles on Tolkien) (1969)
11 - $ 1.00 {Tim Kirk cover, issue also Orcrist #3, layout and interior arwork done by Mythopoeic Society members) {1970)
12 - $1.00 (Cover by George Barr and Tim Kirk, issue also Mythlore
#5, numerous .articles.) {1970)
13 - $1.00 (Cover by Poplaski, issue also Orcrist #4) (1970)
14 - $1.00 (Issue also Orcrist #5.) (1971)
15 - $1.00 (Special 80th Birthday Issue, cover by BergstromGoodKnight.) (1972)

Back issues of Green Dragon are also available at 20¢ each:
Numbers 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13.
Because of the merger of The Tolkien Society of America with The
Mythopoeic Society, Tolkien Journal has merged with Mythlore, and
TJ 15 is the final issue. This makes Tolkien Journal a collector's
item. Collect your copies before they go out of print.

IB]ack Dssaes

SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS
c.7J,1ythpnrit is the monthly bulletin and

newsletter of the
Society. Its 16 pages feature meeting information of the branches and
special interest groups, artwork, branch discussion reports, letter
column, occasional humorous material, editorials, and news related
to the Society and its many interests. Mythprint is mailed to active and
associate members of the Society. Active members are branch members, and have full participational rights. Dues are $6 for a 12 month
period. Associate members receive 12 issues of Mythprint for $2.
Persons may rec·eive· two free sample copies of Myth print. After the
two sample copies, the receiver must become either an active or an
associate member to continue receiving Mythprint.

c.7J,1ythlore is the literary journal of the Society.

It features
articles, reviews of books and other publications, a letter column, editorials, and highly praised artwork. The articles primarily deal with
material on Tolkien, Lewis, and Williams; their works; and the mythopoeic genre of literature in general.
Subscriptions are 4 issues for $3. 50. Back issues are $1 each.
Avai.lable back issues are numbers 5, 6, 7, &8.
The first four issues are out of print.

c.7J,1yfhrJJ

is the publication of The Inklings II Writer's Workshop. It features original fiction and poetry written by members of the
Workshop, plus artwork, editorials, and a letter column. Subscriptions
are 4 issues for $2.50. Single issues are 75¢.
Back issues 1, 2, & 3
are available.

cparnia ~ldalaniberori (Elvish for The Book of.the
Elven Tongues) is the journal of The Mythopoeic Linguistic Fepowship,
and is interested in imaginary fantasy languages and all matters linguistic and philological, especially the divers tongues of Middle-earth and
the Low Worlds. Single i.ssues are 50¢. Issues I and 2 available.

8Jar11/a Co19ere11pe Proceeding$

is the
product of the conference on C. S. Lewis' Chronicles of Narnia held on
the anniversary of his 71st birthday in 1969. The Proceedings contains
nine papers on Narnia, plus poetry, artwork, and a bibliography.
Copies are $1 each.

c.7J,1ytftcori Proceeding$
M
con I Proceedin s is tlie product of the 1970 Tolkien Conference III Mythcon I. It contains 17 lengthy papers on Tolkien, Lewis,
Williams, Dunsany and other writers of fantasy. This 60 page Proceedings is $2, 50 a copy.
Mythcon II Proceedings is the product of the 1971 Mythcon. It
contains 8 papers on various aspects of mythopoeic literature, plus a
report on the Closing Session and artwork. This 40 page Proceedings
is $1. 50 a copy.
THE MYTHOPOEIC SOCIETY
Box 24150, Los Angeles, California. 90024 .

Available Now!
S(JtNlt f1Cl10N £R1l7l1SM:
an annotated checklist
by rhomas 0. Clateson
$7
KENT STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS
KENT, OHIO 44240

MY D6 llilD
fhe bran ch in

llrt Rou veau
WHENCE SPRANG
THE PERFORMIN G ARTS WORKSHOP
AND
THE NEOPRE-H.A PI-IAELITE GUILD •••
HAS BROUGHT YOU
ROBIN HOOD AND
WINNIE-TH E-POOH
AND ALSO BRINGS YOU EACH MONTH WITTY,
PENETRATI NG, PROVOCAT IVE, MATURE &
MYTiIOPOE IC BRANCH MEETINGS
IF YOU ARE READY FOR X-RATED DISCUSSION S
VISIT SCEl'flC HOLLYWOO D-WILSHIRE , HOME OF THE STARS!

Guest of Honor: Poul Anderson
Karen Anderson

Committee:
Glen Goodknight
Donald E. Smith
Helen Bautista
Ian Slater
Lois Newman
Bernie Zuber
Gracia Fay Ellwood
Jonathan Hodge
Loraine Franklin

Membership as of June 15, 1972

1.

2.
3.

4.

s.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23 .

24.
25.

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.
33.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Edward Finkelstein
Frank Partridge
Ruth Berman
Thomas Luke Wilson
Dwight Raulston
Jess Lyons
Antoinette Harris
Fred Brenion
James D. Allan
James Vibber
Lee Vibber
Joe Christopher
Paul Rauber
Robert Ellwood
Meg Garrett
Wayne Fiske
David Danke
James L. Wolford
Marianne Wolford
Bonnie Goodknight
Amy Falkowi tz
Paula Marmor
Thomas Cook
Darundel Simons
William Lund
Craig Vaughan
Claudia Vaugh an
Donna McGary
Pamela May
Robert Wykowski
Jeannie Peacock
Bonnie Henriksen
James Wray
Tatiana Szeftel
Jon Lackey
Katherine Kurtz
James Carleton
Doris Robin

39. Irving X. Hoggman

40. Vanessa
41. James D. Hall
42 . Robert Prokop

43. Joyce O 1 Dell
44. Hal Goldblatt
45. Marion Peglar
46. Michael Urban
47. Paula Sigman

48. Dale Ziegler

49. Mary Lewis

so.

Madeline Lewis

51. Sheila Lewis
52. Janice Snyder
53. Donald Anderson
54. Sharyn Lawler
55. Darthe J. Twomey
56. Dorris Quinn
57. Karen Trimble
58. Kristin Loving
59. Kevin Dawson
60. Steven Rodriguez
61. Deborah Daniels
62. Roger Poplar
63. Christine Alvarado
64. Ben Keifer
65. Margaret Keifer
66. Robert Wadey
67. Katherine Watley
68. Lynn H. Christopher
69. Saralinda M. Christopher
70. Vandy M. Christopher
71. Randall L-H Christopher
72. Mark Bailey
73. Karen Bailey
74. Julia Mendoza
75. Cy Lichtman
76. Christie Ann Whitaker

77. Harrison Rose
78. David Townsend
79. Mary Ramirez
80. Durk Pearson
81. Sandy Shakocius
82. Meyer Lechowitzky
83. Teny Rule Zuber
84. John Fisher
85. Kris Fawcett
86. Paula Salo

87. Charlotte E. Heimann

BB. Time thy Kirk
88. Steven Olsen
Lynn Olsen
Ray Ulrich
Carol Ulrich
Sandy McIntosh
Arwen Joy Goodknight
Joe Sheffer

90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.

mgGIJOOO IV
We regret that the location of Mythcon IV
is not given at this time. However it will
be located in the Southern half of California, and will have Guest(s) of Honor that
should be most interesting.

The Mythcon IV membership costs will be:
$3 from now until January 1st, 1973
$4 from January 1st to July 1st, 1973
$5 from July 1st to the time of Mythcon IV

Write to Mythcon IV, Box 24_150,
Los Angeles, Ca. 90024.
Make checks payable to
The Mythopoeic Society.
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ACE PEST CONTROL
Los Angeles/Beverly Hills . . ......... 651--4000
West Los Angeles/ Culver City
Santa Monica/ Malibu
...... 395-5215
San Fernando Valley . . . . .
. . 788-8888
Hawthorne/ Torrance/ Gardena
. 644-6000
Inglewood/ Los Angeles .. ... . . ....... 295-3333
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MAP to the PARK

Anaheim St.
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- Hucksters.

pro
DAILY FEATURES
REGAL ROOM
- International Science Fantasy Art Exhibition.

Book sales, magazine sales, etc.

YACHT ROOM

- In the hotel lobby.

EXECUTIVE ROOM - Mythopoeic publications, Tolkien-related
material, and auction material.
REGISTRATION

-

2:00 pm to 9:30 pm

WESTERCON XXV and MYTHCON III Registration Hours
FRIDAY

SATURDAY - 10:00 am to 6:00 pm
SUNDAY)
MONDAY

- 11:00 am to 11:30 am

-

10:00 am to Noon
5:30 pm to 7:30 pm

TUESDAY

"D.C. in '74" will be throwing a party during the Conference.
Time and place will be announced.

pm

Welcome to WESTERCON XXV/MYTHCON III party. Cash
Bar. Riviera Room.

Friday
9:00

::a::
::c:

= =

::a::

:::c:

=

:::c:

Riviera Room.

= =

WESTERCON - Poul Anderson speech: HARD
SCIENCE IN THE SCIENCE FICTION STORY.
A talk on the hard science story - what
it is, what its present importance and
future prospects look like, and ways to
do it (sources, calculations, etc.).
Enifire Room.

MYTHCON Auction.

WESTERCON Auction. Crest Room.
WESTERCON Panel: CHANGING TRENDS IN
SCIENCE FICTION. Robert Silverberg,
Larry Shaw, George Clayton Johnson,
others. Emfire Room.

MYTHCON Paper: "SymboZism in The Greater
~ by CharZes Wi1-Ziams" by Nancy-Lou
Patterson. Centu'!:Ji_ Room.

WESTERCON Opening Session. Empire Room.
Introduction of notables, and keynote
speeches by Guests of Honor.

MYTHCON Procession and Opening Session.
Empire Room. The branches wil.Z, form outdoors, on the Marina Side of the Empire
Room. "Courtiy" dz-ess is urged. P1-eaee
be prompt. Introductions by Bernie Zuber.
Opening Adiboess by G1-en GoodKnight.

Saturdav
10: 00 am

11:30

12:30 pm

12:30
2:00

3:00
4:00

4:15

MYTHCON Paper: "The DecZine and FaZ.Z of
the OsgiZiathian Empire" by Jim A1-ien of
Ontario, Canada. ~ Room.

April 28, 1972

Mr. Fred Patten
1974 Western Con. Bidding Committee
P.O. Box 2053
Culver City, California 90230
Dear Mr. Patten:
Thank yo1·
indet
for the
at th:i
for w,,::
modatio
$70.00.
modatio.

7

·v,

Santa 13cirbara

These rate:::; 1
style meals,
breaks (coffee ,
punch) , and use
facilities.

are
lected
open
,.e rates
·1 accomAld be
,.th accom-

. 'Ven cafeteria
"
· coffee
a.
half
rec .eational

The entire North Tower could be reserved for your group,
however we would need a confirmation from you in order
to make a firm hold for those days.
Bars can still be arranged through Drays, which worked
out most satisfactorily for the group last time they were
here with us.
Arrangements can be made through us concerning this matter.
If you sh•
in gather.
years, pl,

ONLY $70.00 FOR FOUR NIGHTS LODGING
INCLUDING ALL REGULAR MEALS AND THE
BANQUET

'. anning or
' uture

Sincerely,

I( ?'ck-~
Kathryn Edwards
Conference Manager
KE/ge

6850 El Colegio Road, Cbleta, California 93017, Telephone 805/ 968-0711

(Saturday's Prograrrming, Continued)
MYTHCON Pun T ~ y . Riviera Room.
MYTHCON PaneZ: "The Making of Fantasy
WorZds". Modera ted by Poul Anderso n, plus
Robert Silverbe ,;rg, Kather ine Y.urtz and
others . Empire Room.
MYTHCON - The Perfo~ n,g Arts Workshop z.n.lZ.
presen t "Interl oper'' by Poul Anderso n,
adapte d for sound presen tation by David Hulan. -- to be foZZowe d by a program of
films -- The Red BaZZoon (French ) and The
Haunti!!;J. starri.n g Julie Harris . Empire Rm.

WESTERCON - MEET THE AUTHORS COCKTAIL PARTY.
And meet the Belly Dancers I Riviera RoOlll,

5:00 pm
6:45

8:00

9 :00

Sun da~
5:30 am
10:00

MYTHCON - Dawn Fandom. Greet the numino us
su7!1'1'. se. Meet in the Lobby.
MYTHCON Panel.: "Tolkie n at Eighty" . Branch
Moderoto?'s on panel., z.n.th CZ.en GoodKn ight as
Modera tor. Cent:u!:11.. Room.

Riviera Room.

10: 30 WESTERCON Panel: WESTERCON HISTORY I,
"The Past". Ed Cox, Moderator. Rick Sneary ,
Alan Hershey, Walt Daugherty, others.

11: 15
12:30 pm

Csn~ Rocm.

MYTHCON Panel.: "ShouZd SWord and Sorcery
fiction be conside red Heroic Fantasy ?"
Modera ted by Lois Nel,)Ta71. Cent:ury Room.
MYTHCON - Origina l. fiction and poetry read
by members of Ink.Zin gs II Writer s' Worksho p.

11

MASQUERADE BALL - Emp_ire Room.

MITHCON Paper: "The Broklm SWord Reforg ed"
by J. R. Christo pher, ~ Room.

WESTERCON Auction - i-dut ely followi ng
the Banquet. Crest Room.
WESTERCON Panel: J.W. CAMPBELL - THE MAN
AND TiiE ERA. With A, E. Van Vogt, Jaclr.
Williamson, Poul Anderaon, Lloyd Bigle ,
Jr., and othera. Riviera Rooa.

BANQUET - Empire Room.
Master of Ceremonies: Larry Niven
Speeches by: Lloyd Biggie , Jr. - Pro GoH
and, Len Moffatt - Fan GoH
Presentation of the Invisible Little Han Award.

(Sunday ' s Progranming, Continued)
1:30 pm

5:00

5:45

a:oo

MYTHCON will. show films i11 the Riviero Rocm
follM ng the Masquel'ade. Bur.ck Star (an
e::perim entaZ SF film from U.S. C.}; La Jetee
(Frmch ); Omega (psyche deZ.ic) .

WESTERCON Panel:
Riviera Room.

SF IN THE CINEMA.

MYTHCON Paper: "Doroth y Sayers ", by
Ciu-yst ie Whitak er. ~ Room.

Mo nda y
10:00 am
11:00

11 :15

Chicag o.

~ Room.

MYTHCON Paper: "The GraiZ Quest Theme in
That iii.dtJotl.s Stz.tmgth II by Jf.o:N1I Bai Z.ey from

CONVEN TION FACILITIES
C.Hering O ff ice

Century Room

hd ics

Men

Serv ice Kitchen

H

t

Ched Room

.
.,

Empire Room

8.J lcony

Note: The Riviera Rooms is on
the first floor. The Empire
Room is directly above it.
The Executive Room is
the Mythopoeic Society room
at Mythcon.
The Empire, Century,
and Riviera rooms are west of
the other rooms shown here.

Rivi e ra Room

Rcmov.:iblc Air W.al l to Milin Dining Room

E

g

"'
C

j

J

il

;;

WESTERCON

HISTORY II,

Crest Room.

WESTERCON Panel: WESTERCON HISTORY III,
"The Future" . .E':!!!P.ire Room.

HYTBCON PinaZ Auction. Riviera Room.
HYTBCON Guest of Honor speech by Poul, Anderson. "COUI'tiy 11 ch-ess U1'ged. ~ r e Rm.

WESTERCON Final Auction.

HYTHCON - Slide Show. Riviera Room.
HYTBCON Paper: "The Queen of Air and
Darkness by Poul Anderson" by DaZe ZiegZer.
Riv1,era Room.

WESTERCON - Picnic and kite-flying
session on the beach. After the picnic,
there will be a Marathon Slide Show in
the Empire Room.
WESTERCON - Filksong Session . .E':!!!P.ire Rm.

HYTBCON - Picnic at the Park. (Refere11Ce
nrzp.J The Society fer Creative Anachronisms wilZ provide entertainm ent. The:re
wilZ aZso be a MiddZe-Eazoth sing-along .

"The Present". F.d Cox, Moderator.
John Trilllble, and others. Riviera Roota.

WESTERCON Panel:

(Monday's Prograaaing, Continued)
12:00 pm

12:30

1:30

4:00

5:45

4:30

6:00
7:00
8:00

9:00
9:00

MYTH CON Fi Zms; An am:zteur f i Zm by Ed Krupp
based on ti,Jo stories from swords t£ainst
Death by Pritz Leiber (Society me ere act
in it), foZZcwed by the cZassic Midsumner' s
~ht Dream starring Mickey Rooney as Puck
Victor Jory as Oberon. Riviera Room.

Tues da~
10:15 am

WESTERCON Panel: SF CRITIQUE IN THE
FANZINES. With Fred Patten, and others.
!!!?.ire Room.

HITHCON MuZtipZe DisCUBsion Groups. Sign
up at the Registratio n Tabl.4 in ths Lobby.
Each group Zimiud to 15 peopl.4.

10:30

ART SHOW Final Bid-Off.

Yacht Room.
11:30

WESTERCON Business Meeting. Selection
of site for WESTERCON XXVII in 1974.
~ire Room.

"Lost

HYTBCON C7-osing Session. _ "Courtly" ch-ess
urged. §:!!!Eire Room.

2:30

WESTERCON - Closing Sermon by Kris
Neville. (Time approximate - follows
close of Business Meeting,)
WESTERCON XXV officially closed.
E.!!!.ire Room.

1:00 pm

4:30

am Special Showing of the lost two reels fr011

Horizons".

12:30

Organize your own book-hunting expedition. Or, find
out where the food is! You can do either, with your
free copy of "Guide to Local Bookshops and Eateries".
Available at the Registration Desk.

XXV
c[i)f{.J/, Yt.~aJ/ ~rp;;ence- @%/nk;;~y 7£?~te-nce,
EDG!J.IA1'ER H.YAT'l' HOUSE

~

6400 E. PACIFIC COAST liIGm!AY

*

LONG BF:ACl/

*

CA

Friday June JDth to Tuesday July 4th 1972

CONSECUTIVE LISTING OF CONTENTS
COVER ..•.....•. , ...........•.....•.••.....•... TIM KIRK
CONTENTS & CREDITS •........•......•.•••.•........•...•
WELCOME TO WESTERCON XXV ........•• DA VE HULAN, CHAIRMAN
LISTING OF PAST WESTERCONS •.•....•••....•.•...........
OPENING ADDRESSES BY GUESTS OF HONOR ..•.........••....
Drawing of Biggle by ..•• . HARLAN RECTOR
Drawing of Moffatt by •.•••.• . DAVE LOCKE
INTRODUCING: LLOYD BIGGLE, JR ••••••.•• DEAN McLAUCllLIN
INTRODUCING: LEN MOFFATT .•.....••....•••.. RICK SNEAR.Y
MASQUERADE .... .... ..•. .• •......••.......•.. ..•••......
A SHORT HISTORY OF THE WESTERCON .....••.•....•. • ED COX
MEMBERSHIP LISTING ....•......•••.......•......... .. • . •
BUSINESS MEETING & STANDING RULES ..••....•.••.•.•.•.•.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS .•..............•...•...... ..•... ..•••.
PROGRAM ......... ....•.... . •...•....•. ... .•••.•....••..

ADVERTISERS
AUSTRALIA IN '75
D. C. IN '74
IN MEMORIAM
IN MEMORIAM
'
I. S. L.

L.A.S.F.S.
PETARD SOCIETY
TORCON II
TWIDBIT
WESTERCON XXVII

GUESTS OF HONOR
Professional:
Fan:

MASTER OF CEREMONIES

Lloyd Biggle, Jr.
Len Moffatt

Larry Niven

COMMITTEE
Dave Hulan
Chairman

Tina Hensel
Treasurer

Ed Cox
Secretary

Dave Locke
Publications

DEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Alex Bratmon
Gail Knuth/Nancy Levy/June Moffatt
Noreen Shaw
Al Snider
Sandy Cohen
John & Bjo Trimble
Anne Cox

-

Hotel Liason & Open Parties
Registration
Program Coordinator
Newsletter
Auction
Art Show
Child Care

"Y\...

25 YEARS OF WESTERCONS

Thie li'eatel"l' on ie =peMental in a mrr.bel" of ways, and cml.y time ar.d
the J'eaction of the attendees is yoirl£ to tell whethel" i~ is a auccess.
The fil"st cr;eriment. c.,..d the onl.;; one we knew of fo;• au.re at t i;e time
of the bid, was tr.at this is the fil"et Westerocm to be bid fol" two yea.~e
in adva>iee. This gave us the advantage of an ert:ru i;ear'a prepa.."'Ction
time - but the disadvantage of havi11f! to m.:zintair. our Ot!n enthusiasm for
a:1 e:::tl".::. 1i·ear, when p:ractical.1.y everyone we C.?p1'0a:-: hed in the ea:-Z.1, ciays
put us off with rema1'1'.e like "ask me again nel21'er thg tune". f<'e ma:ie
it - "lazo(!eZ.;,• by sitting /aZ.Zow fol" the bu1.k of the fbst yea!', r,;lzich i.e~
ac,me people to wonder if we were doi~9 anythin3 . lie r,;ere, c.s Ir.ope
you •t,-;, have J'eal.izzd by the time fOl.: recd this.

u
If

i

The aecor.a experiment, and one which we thoug'~t woui-d e:r.ist from the begi nning, i2 that -/;hie is the first m:ijor regional to be heU ir. tr.e same
metropoiitan arec as a WorldCon - with onZ.y two montns between them.
EVen as I write this we do r.ot kJw,.,J how this 1,.'ill. affect our attendar.ce.
Will people be saving for the WorZ.dCon and atc.y home, or will we have a
relatively nc:r::t~l-sized conferenae?

I

J

~

n

lmd the third experiment is the ccmbining of the Weatercon with the
/.fythcon, with a single membership fee and some combined events but with
basically sepCU"ate convention managementP . This has had a definite
beneficial. effect on the size o: the convention and should add interesting variety to the prog:r.amning. However, it has greatZ.y ccrnplicated the
problems of coordination to htrJe two eepa:rute decision-making g;,oups to
reconcil.e.
And what wil.l it mean to you, the convention-goer? We have a reasonably
full program if you want to attend program items; a nice pool and bar if
you just want to reZ.az and convive with your friends; or you can ccmbine
these things in your own favorite mi:x:. And you can let us know if you
think our experiments were a success . I'm sure you will if you think
they were failures •. •
--- Dave Hulan, CHAIRMAN

Welcome to WESTER CON XXV

,.
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GUEST OF HONOR

E. E. Evans
II. Daugherty
P. Hershey
B. Xna:pheid
Nel8on & Nolan
E. E. EVan8
J. Ben Stark
[,el,) Kovner
Marilyn Tu 1,7,ey
[,el,) Kovner
Anna Moffatt
P. M. Bu8by
Guy Tezvilliger
Honey Wood

SPONSOR

none
none
R. S. Richardson
George Pal
R.liy Bradbury
Gerald Heard
Jack Willi amson
Mel Hunter
Richard 8'ltheson
Mark Clifton
Richard Matheson
Alan E. Nourse
Rog Phillips
Fritz Leiber

I
II

CD Foundation
Outl.andere
Namel,eee Ones
none
GGFS

Al LelJie

X
XI

none

LASl'S
none
CD Foundation

none

LASPS
LASFS
Outlanders
Little Men

Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Diego
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Oakland
Hollywood
Los Angeles
Seattle
Boise
Oakland

Jack Vance

IX

1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954 *
1955
1956
1957
1958 *
1959
1960
1961
LASPS

III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
XII
XIII
XIV

Los Angeles

Kris Neville

P. J. Ackerman

fan)

&

Dave HuLan

John &
Bjo Trimble
Jerry Jacks

Lamont &
Thompson_
Donaho, Rogers,
& Stark
Crayne & PeLz

ToHiver &
J. TrimbZe
Dennie Smith

Ha levy

AZ HaZevy

1962

none

Ed Hamilton & Lei~h Brackett

Anthony Boucher (fan)
Rarl.-in Ellison

Stark

xv
Burlingame

none

Alva Rogers (fan )

;,o

1963

Oakland

<'I-

e

...
XVI

1964

P. M. & E. Busby (f an)

XVII

P..

~

'1
.....

none

Marion Ziirmer Bradley

John & Bjo T:ri.:mbZe (fan)

none

Len Mof att (fan)

Lloyd Bi"'le, Jr.

Don Simpson (fan)

Jack Williamson
Rick Sneary ( fan)
Avram Davidson

Roy Tackett (fan)

Randall Garrett

W. J . Daugherty (fan)

Lon Atkins (fan)

Los Angeles

none

Con-Fusion

Oakland/Berkeley
Santa Monica

Philip Jose Famer

San Diego

Frank Herbert

1966

none

XIX

1967

Long Beach

*

1965

xx

1968

XVII I

XXI

1969

g
<'I-

5
<'I-

<r::

"'ij
XXII

Sampo Prod.

none

San Francisco

none

Santa Barbara
1971

Long Beach

1970

XXIV

1972

XXIII

XXV

~
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A Word

Lloyd

From

Blggle,

Jr.
I attended my first science fiction
convention at Pittsb=gh in 1960. The
Guest of Honor was James Blish -- a
remote and gigantic figure who soberly
spoke words of profound wisdom into
the hushed expectancy of the waiting
muZti'tude. I have attended numerous
conventions since then, and the Guests
of Honor not only have become less remote, but with increasing frequency
they are authors I know well and consider friends.
Even so, it is now impressed upon me
for the first time th.-r:f: the real purpose of the massive, brass-fronted
7,ectern so frequently ::rovided for these exalted individuals is to
conceal their feet of clay. I am deepZy appreciative of the honor, and
to this I attach a plea for an especiaZ'ly elaborate lectern.

~~~~~~~

A Word

From

Len Moffatt

I want to thank the WESTERCON
XXV Committee for asking me to be their Fan Guest of Honor. Tina, the
two Daves, and EdCo certainly are a nice bunch of kids, and, despite
their youth, obviously have exquisite taste. I listed Tina first, not
only because she is a Pretty Girl, but also because she has the Money.
All the three lads can give me is egoboo. I appreciate that, but I feel
that one should always be on especially
good terms with the Treasurer. Rick
Sneary, forinstance, has been Treasurer
of various fan organizations over the
years, av.d I have always been on good
terms with him. Not that it has made
me any richer, but I keep hoping. Had
he been born a Pretty Girl, things
might have been different .. •
I plan to enjoy this convention, and
to insure that I have brought my wife
with me. Her name is June, and she is
sort of a den mother to local neofans.
Besides being Pretty and Smart, she's
a girl after me own heart (and, actually, she has it). She has been Secretary of a Westercon, and maybe some
day she will be a Treasurer •••
In the meantime, she is gonna have to
help me con those drinks ••••
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It is not enough to labor in the vinyarda.
Good vines must have the proper roots in the right kind of soil..

The story has been told, but it deserves a wider audience, that when a
certain prominant author in our field first noticed the byline of Lloyd
Biggle, Jr. in an issue of GALAXY, he was instantly convinced it had to
be a pseudonym. Lloyd Biggle, Jr. I mean, after all!
Since the author in question owned, at that time, nearly half the pseudonyms in the business, he was more than slightly curious. He phoned
GALAXY'S editor, Horace Gold.
"I can assure you he's a real person," Horace Gold said.
Ypsilanti, Michigan."
Yeah.

Sure.

Ypsilanti, Michigan.

"He lives in

The flying saucer~ are real, too.

Lloyd Biggle, Jr.?
The truth of the matter is, Lloyd is an improbable man. Born and raised
in a prosaic Iowa town before the Second World War -- a civilization now
more remote than the far side of the moon - - Lloyd has alwJys chosen the
paths of his own walking, always dcne what he himself was pleased to do.
Well, almost always. A certain international dispute (alluded to above)
forced a11 interruption in his fonnal education. It was nonetheless educationa;. He observed first-hand the monumental confusion for which
military organizations are notorious. He discovered that the correct
way to repair a two-way radio in combat was to throw it in a ditch and
report it destroyed by enemy action; the quartennaster would issue a new
one. He achieved the exalted rank of sergeant. He was wounded twice.
According to the government, he is 10% disabled. This amuses him. In
things that count, Lloyd is as fit as an Olympic track medallist .
But I was speaking of the independence of his mind. Consider: for years
he labored toward a doctorate in musicology -- a degree which is the
union card to pennanent employment in the academic world. He reached
that goal, then promptly decided he had no desire to be a professor of
musicology. Instead, he became an insurance salesman.
In this he prospered, although he is hardly the glad-handing, fast-talking personality one nonnally thinks of as a successful salesman. He
built his agency from scratch by the application of sagacity, industriousness, and fair-dealing. Meanwhile, he discovered science fiction -which engaged his imagination - - and he began to write. Not necessarily
in that order .
I think that's significant. He is a writer, ~nd most of his work has
been science fiction. But he is not limited; he is first of all a
writer -- a storyteller. He is neither trapped in, nor dominated by, the
restrictions of a genre. His Holmes-like Grandfather Raston stories display his ingenuity, his respect for hard, clear thought, and his sharp
wit to the readers of ELLERY QUEEN'S MYSTERY MAGAZINE. Watch for them .
It was not long before Lloyd's writing became as successful as his insurance business. He sold 111YStery stories, love stories, science fiction
stories. (I don't think-he tried his hand at westerns, but neither have
I asked. I wouldn'tb°e""surprised.) His SF stories began to appear in

b g Dean Mo laugh/in
1957. In 1961 his first book, TUE ANGRY ESPERS, was published as half
of an Ace Double.

Doubleday was the only hardcover publisher displaying much interest in
SF when Lloyd completed his second novel, and he submitted it there.
When the book, ALL THE COLORS OF DARKNESS, was published in 1963, even
Doubleday was surprised at how well it sold. In addition, it became a
selection of the Science Fiction Book Club. It was sold to publishers
overseas, and to Paperback Library for mass -market reprint. (The Paperback Library edition has also gone through several printings.)
Lloyd sold his insurance agency.
ever since . And prospered.
Well, almost ever since . Literary
·i ods in an author's career when no
have a year like that, and perhaps
be asked, why? What secret crisis
creative spirit was paralyzed?

He has worked as a full-time write~
scholars are fascinated by the pernew writings appeared. Lloyd did
at some future date the question might
so distracted the artist that his

If, in their searching, this program boo k shou1d come to their hands,
they wi 11 have their answer. But there is no me.l odrama in it. He was
b~ilding an addition to his house.
Not, mind you, a mere shed or a ramshackle assemblage of boards. ln
everything Lloyd does, he is a solid craftsman. He did it right. Having
decided to do the job, he proceeded with a scholar's assiduousness to
teach himself the practical arts necessary to des~gn and build. He
studied. He researched. Carpentry, plumb1ng, masonry, electricity,
bui,ding codes. The work was done with his own hands. The finfl product, characteristically, is a tho~oughly professional job; perhaps
super i or to a professional job. A journeyman hcusebuilder would know
where corners can be cut and the consequences not discovered for years.
Lloyd was building for himself. He cut no corners .
~or wa $ it time wasted creatively. The phys~cal labcr did not entirely
occupy his mind. Long before t :,e job was done, he was thinic1ng abc-ut his
next book. The planning paid off. Even before the last nail was harrrr.ered in, the last wire connected, and the last pire joined, he was back at
the typewriter. The book th3t came out w~• THE WORLD MENDERS, probably
his best novel so far. John Camp~ell caj 1ed it a classic, and -- as
everyone l;r;o,.·s -- John was a difficult man to argue with.
Meanwhile, Llcyd has also serveJ as the first (one could almcst say Fc:mding) Secretary-Treasurer of Science Fiction Writers of America, a duty
which subsequent holders of that office found so demanding that, now, the
two tasks have been separated from each other and still call for more effort
than most tenants have been able to spare. His energy, his sense of responsibility, and his attention to natty details brought a stability to the organizati on in its early days when their absence would have been fatal .
In person, Lloyd is a man of sunny disposition. He comes equipped with a
sens~ of humor which centers its amusement on the foibles of what Twain
describe<: as "the damned hunian race", but it is a laughter withcut efther
bitterness or cynicism . This has shown in his stories, most clearly in
the buffoo~-like march of the olz toward Scorv in THE WORLD MENDERS, and
the Bib1ically indoctrinated robots of his short story, IN HIS OWN IMAGE.
Darker aspects of the human character are examined in his latest, THE

LIGHT THAT NEVER WAS, but he never comes close to understanding them.
He knows that such currents exist, but ft is an alien experience to him;
he can only treat ft objectively.
He is a man of many skills. To build his house, he found himself obliged
to learn a half-dozen trades, from architect to plumber. While engaged
in the research toward his doctorate, he taught classes and wrote program notes for symphony concerts. He still plays the clarinet, and well
do I recall the evening when, with a schooner of dark German beer at his
elbow, he proceeded to demonstrate "how easy it is" to compose music by
the twelve-tone system. I still don't think it's easy; he only made it
look that way. It helps if you know how.
His success as a writer derives from two sources. He is a storyteller
a talent sadly downgraded by the literary establishment which, having
thus administered the coup de g ace, now declares the novel to be dead.
He firmly believes a story shou d include a beginning, a middle, and that
1t should arrive at some sort of resolution. To him, the New Wave. is as
alien and strange as the zen koan.

1

Srcondly ,' he is a meticulous man and a careful worker, whether building
a house ·or telling a tale. He pays attention to detail. His bookshelves
are heavy with volumes in which, he suspects, he may someday have to look
something up. In all things he does, he expects as near-perfect a piece
of work as he can produce. He is not satisfied with less than his best,
and once declined an anthology offer for an early story until he could
correct the story's deficiencies. He sets himself the highest standard
possible: he must satisfy himself. He is puzzled that anyone would be
satisfied with less.
He is, in short, a craftsman who does his job.

And does it well.

Len

Moffatt

Fan Guest of Honor

by Rick Sneary

Len Moffatt is something of an unusual fan. How· do you describe a distinguished-looking gentleman of obvious intellect, when the next time
you see him he might be belting out a. ribald song while using wastebaskets for bongo drums? How do you write about an individual who can
have everyone at a party rolling with laughter on the floor, when the
next time you see him he may be bearing the heaviest part of .a sercon
discussion?
It's not an easy task.
Let's start back at the beginning.
Leonard James Moffatt was born on the 20th of November, 1923, in Arizona.
The family moved to Ellwood City, Pennsylvania, where he grew up, like
most fans, reading everything he cou.ld. This included Wells, Burroughs,
and Swift. Then he discovered Doc Savage, the science fiction pulps,
and, in 1939, he discovered fandom. He started subscribing to such zines
as FANFARE, LE ZOMBIE, and VoM, among others. Then he joined FAPA and
started editing MOONSHINE, which still appears. This brought him into
actifandom, where he came to be sometimes known as "the Christian fan"
He helped organize the Western Pennsylvania Science Fictioneers, a branch
of the SUPER SCIENCE STORIES club. But then came the War, which turned
him into a Navy Corpsman attached to the Marines. With them he enjoyed
the scenery of the assaults on Tarawa and Okinawa, and at a later date
he saw duty in atom-torn Nagasaki. All of this resulted in Hoary Old
War Stories which he tells to this day, but it also resulted in most of
the "Christian" being lost somewhere on the battlefields.
After the War he moved to California, rejoining fandom via LASFS membership and by attending PACIFICON I. In 1948 he attended the first Westercon, and immediately thereafter began formulating plans (with myself) for
THE OUTLANDER SOCIETY. He wrote for, and co-edited, some issues of THE
OUTLANDER . He was part of the committee when the group sponsored WESTERCON III.
It was during a monthly meeting of THE OUTLANDERS that Len, a frustrated
vaudevillian, brought forth the UPPER KATCHLEKICKLEKALIKANES cycle of
comic operettas. From these you may have heard such things as the unforgettable "L'Amour de la Trine". These might be considered a cross between G&S and Oscar Brand, which can also be said of his individual songs
such as "Venusian Blues". Sung by his "Pike Pickens" clown character,
they could serve as a night-club act. It staggers the imagination to
think what they would have been like if Len could write music ... Or even
sing.
He has tried his hand as a writer, having sold several short stories in
this and other countries. But the pressure of work and the whorl of
fanac have limited his writing in recent years.

In 1958 he was Secretary of the SOLACON (with WESTERCON XI), the second
LA WorldCon, as well as one of the main planners , This year he is in
charge of the Auction at LACon, the third WorldCon here. There have
been, in fact, few conventions 01· major fan activities in this area in
the past 25 years in ~hich "old reliable" Len has not been involved in
some capacity. Due in part to his ability to get along easily with just
about anyone, he avoids fannish feuds with the few people with whom there
could be friction. In fact, he generally avoids these people altogether,
which makes things simpler and might lead some fans to believe that there
isn't anyone whom Len cannot get along fabulously with.
During the early days of FAPA, Len was self-proclaimed Dictator when an
election fluke left him the only official. In recent years he has been
Vice-President and President. He has also served as a Director of the
NFFF, and has served in the LASFS on the Board of Directors, as Secretary,
and as Jr. Conm1tteeman. He helped found OMPA, CAPA, and THE PETARD
SOCIETY. In 1950, with Stan Woolston, he edited the FAN DIRECTORY of
active fans during that era. In addition to writing for countless fanzines, he has co-edited issues of SHANGRI-LA. In the mid-50s, he edited
SCIENCE FICTION PARADE, a stf and fan newszine, primarily boosting the
SOLACON.
Len's first marriage dissolved in the mid-60s. In 1966 he married June,
who is a second generation LASFS member (which makes her three children,
Bob, Cathy, and Jay Konigsberg, who are locally active, 3rd generation
fans). That same year, Len and June started publishing the JOHN O. MACDONALD BIBLIOPHILE (JDMB). First devoted to tracing all JDM stories, it
soon branched out into the first Mystery Fandom genzine, a prime mover in
the growing fandom of that genre. They produced the JDM MASTER CHECKLIST,
and the JDMB is now in its 17th issue. This fall, with Bruce Pelz, they
will present the THIRD ANNUAL BOUCHERCON for Mystery Fandom.
For the 1ast 25 years Len has worked for the same company, moving from
production to office, where he is now Senior Sales Correspondent. He
has described his job as being a techll1cal writer for a paper-box finn.
Besides science fiction and mysteries, Len likes to read histories. Especially American histories. His major corr.plaint is that he has little
time in which to read. He prefers Dixieland jazz but likes good piano
and some classical music. When it comes to dining out, he is a cardcarrying member of P.I.G.S.
All this, of course, tells you what Len has done but very little of what
he is like. I find 1t hard to put into words the "real" Len Moffatt that
I know. How does one describe t~e old-fashioned loyalty of a friendship
which refuses to ad~it faults in the friend who himself pcints them out?
Len is a wc:nn and friendly individ1al whom cne is ah1ays comfortable to
be with. There's hardly a subject in exista~ce that Len cannot approach
with inventiveness and a fresh conversational style. And when a conversation wears down and you begin dredging your mind for words, before the
silence starts echoing Len steps into the breach and gets the ball rolling again. And you relax, and enjoy what he's saying. Even if it's
just another hoary old war story.
Len Moffatt, the unusual fan.
I think that 1f there were more with his serious but light-hearted
approach to fandom, and to life, both would be a better place for all of
us.

I suggest that you go and discover how easily you can prove me right!

I• S. L.
WHAT IS THE I.S.L.?
Maybe you've asked that question ... if you had
even heard of the I.S.L. What it means is, The
Institute for SpeciaLized Literature, Inc. It is
a non-profit California Corporation (1965).

WHAT DOES I.S.L. DO?
Its purpose is to collect and preserve Science
Fiction and related materials. To retain, house,
and record the magazines, books, fanzines, etc.,
for posterity and make available the content for
the serious fan·s and scholars to come.
It's a tall order and we '·ve a long way to go .•.

WHO IS THE I.S.L.?
Originally designed to carry on the intent of the
Fantasy Foundation, the I.S.L. of today was founded by Stephen Schultheis, Rick Sneary, Al Lewis,
John Trimble, Fred Patten, and Bruce Pelz, securing incorporation early in 1965. Currently, Rick
Sneary is Treasurer and Chairman of the Board of
Directors. They include Bruce Pelz, Harry Warner,
Roy Tackett, Fred Patten, and Al Lewis.

HOW CAN YOU HELP?
You can donate materials, money and/or time to
further the work. Books, prozines, paperbacks,
fanzines, or other materials you might otherwise
discard, or would like to place in a good Home.
(Contributions are deductible from California and
Federal income taxes.)
If you would like to know more about the I.S.L. or
what, when, and how you can participate, ask us
when we meet during WESTERCON. Or, write to:
Ed Cox, Executive-Secretary
14524 Filmore Street
Arleta, California 91331

THE LOS l\NGELES SCIENCE FANTASY SOCIETY
ie the oldeet •-f and fantaey club in
exi ■ tence,
having met regularly aince
1934.
It meets every Thursday at 8100
p.a., currently at the Palma Playground
Recreation Center at 2950 overland Ave.
in We•~ Lo ■ Angele•.
Vieitora are always welcome.
For further information, write to,
The
Lo• An9elea Science Fantasy Society Inc.
P. o. Box 3004, Santa Monica, CA 90403.
or phone Bruce Pals•
(213) 451-4180,

You -two 130 if yolA wanr
-to- It SOWtcl!> ldre -the
k1nJ J -'n,up ":f "101'l,er
warne.A me al:i:Mr..•......

No major innovations are being considered for the Masquerade this year;
attendees who have planned on a system similar to that used for the past
few years at Weatercons should find themselves in familiar surroundings.
A few notas on specifics:

CATEGORIES: Awards will be presented for Most Authentic SF, Most
Authentic Fantasy, Most Beautiful SF, Most Beautiful Fantasy, Best
Presentation, Best Group, and five Judges' Choices. Where the judges deem

1)

it desireable, second and third places in a category will be announced,
but no prize will be awarded.
2)

PRIZES:

3)

PHOTOGRAPHY:

4)

SPECIAL EFFECTS:

Prizes will be 5x7" mounted color photographs of the winner
in his costume, with a caption giving the name of the contestant, the
name of the costume, the category, and "WESTERCON XXV/MYTHCON III Masquerade" (or "MYTHCON III/WESTERCON XXV Masquerade", if the winner prefers).
There will be no flash photography permitted within the
Empire Room during the Masquerade. The stage area in front of the
judges will be lighted brightly enough to permit color photography with a
reasonably fast camera and ASA 64 (Kodachrome-X, Ektachrome-X, Kodacolor)
film; readings will be taken and posted at the time, but if you can take
pictures at 1/30 sec. at f2.8 you will be able to photograph the stage
area with the available light. A special photographic area will also be
set up in a corner of the room where pho.tographs may be taken with ASA 64
film at 1/60 sec. at fS.6. Photographers who must use flash should take
their pictures in the hall or outdoors.
but
costume
applies
effects
5)

Where possible, special effects will be accomodated,
no promises can be made. Any special effects required with your
should be checked out with Dave Hulan in advance (this particularly
to fire, smoke, etc., which may be noxious to other persons, or to
requiring the cooperation of the person running the Masquerade).

ENTRY FORMS:

Entry forms may be obtained at the Registration Desk and
should be filled out in advance and brought with you to the Masquerade.
There will also be forms at the Masquerade, for hardship cases, but if the
announcer misreads your costume title because your writing was hasty - it's
your fault.
(If the title is peculiar and you know how to pronounce it, a
phonetic transcription would be advisable.; don't assume the announcer has
an encyclopedic knowledge of SF and fantasy, even if he may ••• )
6)

Further details of the Masquerade procedure will be posted on the Conference bulletin boards by Sunday morning; all contestants should fa~iliarize themselves with these details, because if you miss something because you didn't read the rules our hearts may bleed for you, but you'll
still have missed it. In these posted rules will be such matters as where
to report in order to have your costume announced, etc. - you won't get
far if you don't know that. Fans are supposed to be literate, so read!
7)

Yes, there will very definitely be a "Most Naked Lady" award at this
Masquerade. We weren't kidding you. Picking a winner in this category
will not be a burden placed upon the judges' shoulders. The WESTERC0N XXV
Committee will serve as judges for this category, and will make the award.
The prize will be something imaginative and inventive, no doubt. We just
haven't settled on one, yet. But remember, being imaginative and inventive
is the key to winning in this category. Coming out on the stage stark-nude
won't be enough. Not to win this award, anyway.
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The Hotel Alexandria was old and (at that time) not air-conditioned, and
the downtown Los Angeles area even then was not all that desirable and
parking was terrible. So it was transition time, though not quite a
sharply defined change from one era to another.
WESTERCON XVI was held in Burlingame, over the July 4th weekend (4th
thru 7th) at the Hyatt House which featured a big pool. The era of relaxed, bigger (than relaxed Seattle- Boise) Westercons was started in 1963.
It had all the other goodies, as well. A crackling good Guest of Honor
speech by Kris Neville highlighted the official programming at a wellattended banquet. While somewhat costly and isolated, it was one of the
more enjoyable of the conferences. Project Art Show, started the previous
year, took more direction toward the solid feature it has become. And,
again, Westercon was c'ombined with the WorldCon, in 1964, in Oakland.

- . . . -. . . . -. . . . . . . .
A Short History Of The Westercon

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

So WESTERCON XVII remains in complete subordination to the events of
_PACI FICON II, 1·earing it!; head from hibernation long enough to select the
1965 site at the business meeting. It was Long Beach, at the Edgewater
Inn, July 3rd, 4th, and 5th, continuing the format from 1963.
WESTERCON XVIII was another pool-con, well balanced with programming and
feature events. Frank Herbert was Guest of Honor and a Mystery Fan Guest
of Honor turned out to be Anthony Boucher. Talks and panels abounded
with top talent, fan and pro, and made for interest rivalling that in the
bar, or, around the pool (bikini- fandom had come into being). Ray Bradbury,
Fritz Leiber, and the Guests (with Kris Ne ville ably MCing) gave solo performances and panels on SF and the Sense of Wonder (more or less) featured
fans and pros with Harlan Ellison providing sparks and Ted White for boycotting the Ace Tolkien editions (a major topic of the time). Complaints
were minor and it really could be said that a Good Time was had by all.
It was near the Ideal of the We s tercon in many attendees' opinion.
Interest was now high and bidding was contested for the 1966 edition.
The bidding finally became a close race between Burlingame and San Diego,
the latter winning by a handful of votes.
WESTERCON XIX, July 4th weekend 1966, took place at the Stardus t Motel in
San Diego. No Westercon before, or since, operated under more adverse
conditions or was written-up in more detail! Here, we'll say that the
motel had other business in mind besides the conference and tried to take
it and the attendees for all it could, without much luck against stiff
opposition I
The CODllllittee, unfortunately, wasn't well-versed in the logistics and
programming of a convention, but fans leapt into the breach and built-up
additional features around the Masquerade Ball, Art Show, Banquet, and
Panel. Ted Sturgeon was MC, for ceremonies which featured Guest of Honor
Harlan Ellison and Fan Guests John & Bjo Trimble.
A three - way battle for the 1967 site was won by Los Angeles over two Bay
Area bids.
WESTERCON XX, July 1st thru 4th, took place at the Sheraton-West Hotel
in Los Angeles (yet not quite in the "inner city") and blended some features of the pool-cons with some of the old-style and a few problems of
its own. _A shift in the ConCom in mid-stream (with Earl TI1ompson as
un - sung hero handling the logistics during the con), a two-building layout (connected by a sort of flying buttress, outdoors yet) for the acti-

vities and the usual elevator and banquet (stand-in-line buffet style)
were some of the handicaps, all of which were taken in stride and mostly
good humor by the many attendees. However, it was an old-line hotel,
conservative and containing many little old ladies (of both sexes) in
residence. These resented the many wildly costumed and "hippie" types
that congregated to the festivities.
The festivities were heavy on the audio-visual in 1967. Two live plays,
a Zodiac Fashion Show, a bang-up Costume Ball (including a painful bit
of press-agentry endured by the fans), topped off by attendance of many
of the STAR TREK cast, dominated the programming. A good-size tourney
was put on across the street in a city park by the Society for Creative
Anachronisms. Other than one "debate", the main speaking was by the
Guests of Honor, Marion Zitmner Bradley and (Fan) Lon Atkins •
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WESTERCON XXI is relegated to obscurity as part of the WorldCon in Oakland in 1968.

WESTERCON XXII was a modern-day pinnacle of the blend between the oldstyle and the new. Site: Santa Monica's beachfront Hotel Miramar
(which had its complement of old ladies); "Con-Fusion" (the Bruce Pelz
and Chuck Crayne combine) put on the 1969 shindig. The four day affair
(July 3rd thru 6th) featured Randall Garrett and Roy Tackett as, respectively, Pro and Fan Guests of Honor, and plenty of speeches, panels, and
pageant, with the tradition of the Pool ·being the center of the conventional fannish universe. There was an attempt at the midnight skinny
dip. Yes.
Though the WorldCon was as close as St. Louis, a great gathering of fans ·
from near and far attended and witnessed some of the best costume ball
pageantry and Art Show entries of all time. It was the year of the almost all-nude entries in the Costume (or lack thereof) Ball (still called
Masquerade ... there was little doubt as to whom some of the girls were ••• )
and an embarassrnent of riches in the Art Show. Harlan Ellison was Toastmaster and came on really strong, and engaging, as did many of the panelists on such topics as "Sex in Science Fiction" (in gist), plus many other
panels and talks. There was plenty of programming for everyone plus the
room parties, the pool-fans and those that were "down in the bar". With
reputedly over 600 in attendance, there was something, and room, for
everybody. Plus the beach, just a short walk across the street to the
Pacific Ocean . The Treasurer of the conference, Sally Crayne, was so
overcome that she went and had a baby during the con (but not as a part
of the program).
An important innovation here was that a member of the current Westercon

shall pay a pre-registration fee to be eligible to vote on the site of
the next Westercon. The fee being, therefore, the voter's registration
fee, in whole, in that Westercon so selected. And, the business meeting
finally got the rotation plan pinned down to actual implementation at the
next Westercon (XXIII in 1970).
These rules passed and became effective with WESTERCON XXIII. The bidding
for the 23rd Westercon started out ostensibly between the Berkeley crew
and a Los Angeles bid. But coming out of almost nowhere, until during
the con (with posters, party, and plenty of chutzpah), a new group,
spearheaded by the Trimbles, and aided fantastically by an audio - visual
slide presentation of the site by the Moffatts, won an overwhelming vote
for Santa Barbara at a student residential hotel (during the school year)

on a new, all-expenses-lumped-together sort of plan.
a bang.

It went over with

So WESTERCON XXII, with only the usual gripes by the fans, but with
plenty of high-spots in the programming and partying, was a huge success
and presented the almost-ultimate in the blend of the old-style formal,
programmed conference, and the new relaxed pool-centered conference.
Only WESTERCON XXIII would surmount that success.
Perhaps the fact that the WorldCon would be in Ger111any that year prompted
so many fans from all over to come to the 1970 WESTERCQN XXIII which was
held in the Francisco Torres in Goleta, California. It was not exactly
in a population center and the facilities lacked some of the nicities of
the modern big-city hotel or airport/marina hotel (telephones and television) but the near-unanimous cry was "who needs them?". Indeed, during
this four-day weekend in the fresh ocean air of beachfront California,
the over 500 fana who attended fout!d little on which to really com.plain.
(the hotel staff/con rapport was at an all-time high). Programming
offered everything a stfan would want, from panels, speakers, small-group
symposiums, the Pool (complete with mass skinny-dipping), fabulous costumes at the Futuristic Fashion Sho~ and Costume Ball (featuring a new
high- poiut in nudity fo r all the DOMs and others not so old), a richly
stocked Art Show, and plenty of booze (despite the non - hotel aspects of
the Torres). Soo:e logistical goofs or oversights took place but were
minor against the overall panalopy of simpatico attendees and programming.
Jack Williamson was Guest of Honor and Fan Guest of Honor was Rick Sneary.
And, abetted by Ray Bradbury in a surprise appearance, all gave speeches
and talks that were interesting and provoking as well. It was an easy,
infor111al, relaxed con with lots of diversion and goodies for everybody.
The Belly-Dancers added a bit of Sense of Wonder to the proceedings, not
to mention many of the costumes in the Fashion and Costume Ball shows.
It was a party-con and fans of all aspect were able to meet and talk to
some length with a number qf long-time, and newer, names in the stf
cosmos. It was a Westercon that embodied all the good elements fans came
to look for in the larger conference but not swamped in the sheer numbers
that the WorldCons were experiencing.
The business session saw the implementation of the proposed rules for rotation and site selection. No opposition greeted the "northern" bid and
Sampo Productions got the 1971 bid for San Francisco. The "southern"
bid for 1972 was contested between San Diego and Long Beach, with two
other groups briefly making signs of intent. Long Beach won by a wide
margin.
WESTERCON XXIV, 1971, was held July 2nd thru 5th at the Hilton Inn in San
Francisco with estimated attendance at from 500 to 800 plus (indeterminate
since no accurate records were kept). Programming was sporadic and
protean and often tended to overlap. The hotel wasn't wholly devoted to
the conference, unlike the previous Westercon, but for the most part the
con/hotel relations were amiable. Avram Davidson was Pr·o GoH and Don
Simpson was Fan GoH. The Art Show and Costume Ball were smashing
successes and, in general, the programming was enthusiastically received
by audiences of varying sizes. A mixed bag, all told, not up to the
prior conferences but enjoyed nonetheless by fans who make a good thing
out of about any situation. Bidding for the 1973 site was mixed. An
out-of-rotation bid (requiring a 3/4 vote to even bid at all) narrowly
missed qualifying, so Sampo Productions has it again in 1973.
In the meantime, 1972 is taking place as you read this. The Westercon
tradition is firmly established, although individual conferences have
their own personality. As stated in the opening address, only time will
show the degree ot this Wl!stercon's success. We hope to enjoy the con,
and we hope you'll enjoy it, too.
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Bob Konigsberg
Maureen Wilson
Keith Wilson
Stephen Goldin
Jeff Kichaven
Dwain Kaiser
Ruth Rigel
Al Lewis
Linda Lewis
Doug Finley
Robert Solomon
Robert Kelly
Leslie Swigart
Stan Burns
Tom Digby
Gordon Monson
Fred Hollander
Earl Thompson
Lois Thompson
Sandy Cohen
Dan Alderson
Rachel Holmen
Vernon Forgue
Rick Sneary
Milt Stevens
Ed Finkelstein
Tex Smith
Daniel Tubbs, Jr .
Fred Patten
Jean Bogert
Randy Millen
Ed Blanton
Dorthea Blanton
Charles Crayne
Dian Girard
John Perkins
Al Gillen
Roy Lavender
DeeDee Lavender
Steve McIntosh
Bernie Zuber
Lois Newman
Russ Martin
Mary Martin
Larry Niven
Fuzzy Pink Niven
Cl i vend en Chew
Marsden Chew
Cressida Smithee
Clarica Scott
Terry Adamski
Bill Dugan
Kris Neville
Al Snider
Brian Locke
Walt Liebscher
Glen Goodknight
John Trimble
Bjo Trimble
Shel Dorf
J. Stanley Woolston
Ton y Petris
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125) Frances Tuning
Thomas Locke
126) Jay Freeman
Jay Campbell
127) Theodric Feng
Kevin Mcclary
128) Thor Feng
Emil Petaja
129) Sidonie Rogers
John Pound
130) Mike llolan
Julia Caldren
131) David Gerrald
Bob Sourk
132) Jack Williamson
Marjii Ellers
133) Shirley Meech
Lynn Lowe
134) Loren Meech
Bill Lowe
Virginia SchultheislJ5) Bruce Johnstone
Dav e Nee
I 36) Geo Clayton Johnson
David Clark
137) Don Franson
Bany Gold
138) Keith Kato
Lee Gold
139) Mark Johnson
Bruce Pelz
140) Robert Silverberg
Charles Cody
141) Ba rbara Silverberg
Alan Frisbie
142) Paula-Ann Anthony
Alex Bratmon
143) Mark Anthony
Dorothy Jones
144) A. E. Van Vogt
Owen Hannifen
145) Ma yne Van Vogt
Hilda llannifen
146) Robert Vardeman
Clint Bigglestone 147) fillrta Sherbring
Janet Biggle s tone 148) Richard Horlick
Jim McLeod
149) Mary Ann Cappa
Bill ~illrsh
150) Alan White
Greg Bear
151) Arthur Joquel II
John Hull
152) Henry Bitman
Karen Courtena y
153) Laurie MacDonald
Drew Sanders
154) Aubrey MacDermott
Marsha Elkin
15.5) Kathryn Bushman
Julie Funn
156) Richard Prokop
Adrien Spectra
157) \lilliam Broxton
Robert L. Brown
158) Bubbles Broxton
Dik Daniels
159) Susan Broxton
Jock Root
160) Rebecca Broxton
Don Fitch
161) Arny Broxton
D. Ann Bowen
162) Gary Anderson
Joyce Helland
163) Kay Anderson
Gary Helland
164) Evan Anderson
Jean Kline
165) Maura Anderson
Jeff Yates
166) Gerald Pearce
Erwin Strauss
167) Joan Pearce
Rose Hogue
168) Scott Pearce
George Kaku
169) Arthur Widner
Aljo Svoboda
170) Vonda ffclntyre
Anne Osborne
171) Ann Siger
Gordon Richardson 172) Ben Keifer
Roy Squires
173) ~illrgaret Keifer
Bill Clark
174) Sharon Anderson
Laurine White
175) Stanton Friedman
Roy Tackett
176) Jennifer d'Artel-Ellis
Chrystal Tackett
177) Frank Denton
Routt Bryant IJI
178) Anna Jo Denton
Chandra Sargent
179) Betty Knight
Earl Evers
180) Michael McNeil
Jan Evers
181) Patricia Dunn
George Senda
182) Harold Moe
Walter Daugherty
183) William Bunker
Robert P. Brown
184) Charles Brown
Mark rlumper
185) Dena Brown
William Tuning
186) R. Geoffrey Kidd

BUSINESS

MEETING

The Business Meeting of the 25th annual West Coast Science Fantasy Conference will be held on Tuesday, July 4th, at 2:30 pm. The order of business will be nominations for the site of the 1974 Westercon first, and
then any motions. The Meeting will be conducted according to Robert's
Rules of Order, Revised, as interpreted by the Parliamentarian except
where contravened by the following Special Rules:
1)

All motions, resolutions, or other items to be presented for a vote
of the conference membership must be submitted in written form with a
written second. These must be received by the WESTERCON XXV committee
not later than 6:00 pm on Monday, July 3rd, 1972. Nominations for conference sites are excepted from these provisions.
submitted after the above deadline, or from the floor during t .he Business Meeting will be considered.

2)

tfo u.otlouc

3)

In any and all cases the decisions of the Parliamentarian will be
final.

Any city located in the Southwest region according to the Standing Rules
is eligible to submit a bid for the 27th Annual West Coast Science Fantasy
Conference, to be held over the July 4th weekend, 1974. The winning site
will be chosen by majority vote.
In order to be eligible to vote, one must: (1) Be a member of WESTERCON
XXV; (2) Pay $2.50 toward one's membership in Westercon 27. This money
will be collected by the WESTERCON XXV committee, and held for presentation to the winning bidder. For your$2.50 you will receive a 3-part form
which includes a receipt·, which the person taking your money will sign
after you fill in your name and address; a ballot, which you will hold
until the Business Meeting; and a record, giving your name, address, date
of purchase, and the amount paid, which both you and the committee member
will sign, and which will be retained by the committee member to be turned over to the winning bidder along with your money. The ballot will have
three lines. Should there be more than two bidders, you will vote an
Automatic-Runoff Ballot (the so-called Australian Ballot), listing your
preferences in descending brder. If your first choice receives the least
number of votes, your ballot will be cast for your second choice, and so
on until a majority winner is declared. Failure to list second and third
choices forfeits your right to vote in a runoff. The three parts of the
form will be numbered alike, and compared with the record of memberships
bought before the winner is finally declared.

STANDING RULES OF THE WEST COAST SCIENCE FANTASY CONFERENCE
Any city lying on the North American continent West of the 104th Meridian,
or in Hawaii, shall be eligible to host a Westercon. Westercons shall
rotate on a biennial basis between a Northwest and Southwest region;
the dividing line beginning at a point at 35°30' at the coast and
extending diagonally Northeastwards to intersect with the 37th parallel
at the California-Nevada state border, thence Eastwards along the 37th
parallel to the 104th Meridian. Hawaii shall be a part of the Southwest
region. The conference shall be held in the Northwest region in oddnumbered years (1973, 1975, etc.), and in the Southwest region in even-

numbered years (1972, 1974, etc); provided that there is a bidder from
the appropriate region. If there is no bidder from the appropriate
region for a particular year, the other region may bid without altering
its own normal schedule. Any bid for an out-of-turn city may be entered
provided that a vote of 3/4 of the voting membership at the appropriate
Business Meeting approves of it. In the event that there are no bidders
for a Westercon in any year, or no site is able to obtain a majority of
votes, the selection of both a site and a connnittee to organize and manage the conference will be referred to the Los Angeles Science Fantasy
Society.
Bidding committees are allowed 15 minutes to make their presentation,
which may include speeches, audio- visual supplementation, a question-andan ~wer session, or any other form of presenting a bid in the time allotted the bidder.
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List

William Cool
Fiametta Zoftig
Tim Rusk
Jerry Neal
John Ziniewicz
Donald Reed
Allison Hershey
Fred Bronson
Crystal Blanton
Celeste Blanton
Gail Knuth
Michael Riley
Kevin Cox
Alan Hershey
Carolyn Ager
Sue Coll
Mary Ohlson
Nils Ohlson
Linda Schad
Floyd Schad

207) Jane Schad
208) Darlene McClain
209) Jene Paul Lemieux
210) Hal Bertram
211/212) (children)
213) Bill Curry
214) Jim Rondeau
215) Douglas Olsen
216) Martha Muench
217) Patricia Clifton
218) Steven Shaughnes sy
219) Dan Goodman
220) Roger Hensel
221) Gary Bo s ler
222) Gustelle Bosler
223) Cyrus Condra
224) Gail Van Achtoven
225) Greg Chalfin
226) Cathy Hill
227) Claude King, Jr.

228) Charlotte . Heimann
229) Fran Langdell
230) Spot Langdell
231) Greg Jein
232) Jon DeCles
233) Diana Paxson DeCles
234) Paul Zimmer
235) Tracy Zimmer
236) Daniel Willett
237) Jerry Kidd
238) Nancy Lee Levy
239) Perry Powers
240) Susan Powers
241) William Rotsler
242) Melvin Elliot
243) Jane Bramel
244) Friend of Jane Bramel
245) Roberta Murray
246) Dave Fox
247) Richard Spelman

COMMITTEE

C-1) Dave Hulan
C-3) Tina Hensel

C-2) Ed Cox
C-4) Dave Locke

GUESTS

G-1) Lloyd Biggle, Jr.
G-3) Len Moffatt
G-5) Phoebe Locke

G-2) Kenneth Biggle
G-4) June Moffatt
G-6) Anne Cox

•

• The WESTERCON XXV Committee wishes to grateful,7,y •
aaknowledge the assistanae of the following
unsung heroes and heroines.

ALEX BRATMON - A herculean job, well done.

•

•

Thanks, Alex.

PHOEBE LOCKE - Phoebe has done more collating, folding, stapling, and stamping than any 189 genzine editors.
ANNE COX

- Anne has stuck on labels and sealed envelopes
to the point where her fingers can bend in the
opposite direction.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
JACK RUMNEY

- For direction in the graphic arts.
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